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ECODESIGN 

WHAT IS AN ECOLOGICAL PRODUCT? 
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- Nearly every product has some negative environmental impact 

 

- Products differentiate in higher or lower environmental impact 

 

- Even the impact categories may be relevant to decision makers 

 

 

The Ecological  product is hard to find. But there are plenty of options to 

 

reduce the environemtnal imapct. 



GETTIGN BETTER AND BETTER 
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CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

Companies try to reduce their production cost: 

 

Manufacturing cost include personnel, material and process cost 

 

Material and Processes have an environmental impact 

 

Very often cost and environmental imapct goes hand in hand 

 

 

Companies try to reduce material usage with every new product release 
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

THE SPEED LIMIT FOR NEW PRODUCTS  

Small and medium sized enterprises have very limited product development  

capabilities 

 

They do not use very often outside product designers to bring in new ideas 

 

The development team of the latest product is very often stuck in day to day work 

 

Companies do not have a process in place or it is very bureaucratic 

 

Product development theories of the last 20 years moved away from hands on  

engineering (virtual realitiy, Simulation instead of testing, reduce prototyping costs) 



LIFE CYCLE COST 

HOW DO WE USE THIS AS A CUSTOMER? 
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A buying decision is not a fully logical process 

 

The seller tries to make this an even more emotional process 

 

Do we as a customer base or decisions on hard facts or on our preferences 

 

What do we tolerate? Where is a definite NO? 

 

How do we act with limited budget?   



PROTECTING RESSOURCES. 

STRENGTHENING THE ECONOMY. 

Thank you very attention! 

 

For more information 

www.ressourceneffizienz.de 

 

              Michael Niemczyk  

Tel.:     0203/ 37879-48   

Fax:     0203/ 37879-44   

eMail:  mni@efanrw.de   
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